
SMARTLINK™

Student Desks



Alone, in groups, or guided by a teacher, students learn in various ways. 
That’s the lesson behind the SmartLink student desks from The HON 
Company. Part of a complete system, they easily accommodate any 
learning style, teaching activity, and both left- and right-handers. It’s a 
fresh idea that allows you to build student involvement and a greater 
exchange of ideas in the learning environment. 

Innovation Takes Shape
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RIGHT-HAND POSITION

FORWARD POSITION

LEFT-HAND POSITION

ADAPTABLE
Innovative design allows student 
desks to be arranged into individual, 
collaborative, or teacher-centered 
configurations for different grade 
levels and activities. 

VARIETY
Desk legs adjust from 23 to 33 inches, 
offering the perfect fit for a variety of 
students. A simple turn provides extra 
arm support for both right- and left-
handed students. A fixed-height leg is 
also available.

COMFORTABLE
The unique desktop is spacious 
enough to hold either a laptop 
or netbook computer, as well as 
a workbook or textbook. Hang a 
backpack from an optional hook on 
the side for easy access to other 
materials. Comfort edges and radius 
corners keep student desks pleasant 
to the touch. 

SAFEGUARDED
Student desks feature a durable 
worksurface that resists defacing. 
Nylon swivel glides slide effortlessly 
along carpet, and optional felt caps 
help reduce marring on vinyl floors. 

SIT-TO-STAND
Ask students to sit still for hours and 
attention tends to wane. One solution: 
A desk that lets them work while 
standing up. The sit-to-stand student 
desk adjusts from 30 to 43 inches in 
1-inch increments. Give students the 
option of greater mobility by placing a 
cluster of standing-height desks in the 
learning environment. They’re a smart 
idea in collaborative areas, too. 

COORDINATED
Part of a total solution, student desks 
feature the same rounded edges, color 
palette, and contemporary styling of 
other SmartLink components for a 
clean, unified look. 
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW

HON_8_184_CP_pd

ADJUSTABLE –  
STUDENT DESK

23"-33" H 
LD-M3A

FIXED –  
STUDENT DESK

30" H 
LD-M3F

SIT-TO-STAND –  
STUDENT DESK

30"-43" H 
LD-M3T

ACCESSORIES

BOOK BOX

LDA-15
quantity: 4

BACKPACK HOOK

CLA-65 
quantity: 10

SURFACE MATERIAL SUMMARY

Component Type Color & Code

Tops Natural Maple (DD) 
Sand (G8) 
Breeze (G9) 
White (G1)

Upper Leg Charcoal (S) 
Platinum Metallic (T1)

Lower Leg Chrome*

*Not available on fixed-height desk. 

Inside Spread A: SmartLink 
student desk (models 
LD-M3A and LD-M3T) with 
Sand top and Charcoal 
legs. SmartLink teacher 
station (models LT2460-R3 
and LT2672-23) with 
Reflection top and shelves, 
Charcoal metal surfaces, 
Platinum Metallic frame. 
SmartLink wall rail system 
with Platinum Metallic 
trim, tackboard in Element 
Warm Beige, optional folder 
bin, and CD/pencil box. 
SmartLink modular 
cabinet storage with 
Reflection tops and shelves, 
Platinum Metallic metal  
surfaces, and Charcoal 
frame. Accomplish™ 4-leg 
chair in Red with Charcoal 
legs. Accomplish stool  
in Red with Charcoal base. 
Mirus™ chair in Arrondi 
Taupe.

Inside Spread B: SmartLink 
student desk with Breeze 
top and Charcoal upper 
leg. Olson Stool with Lava 
shell, Signal CharBlack 
upholstered seat, and Black 
base. Perpetual® lounge sofa 
in Signal Neutra. Perpetual 
lounge chair in Signal 
Charblack with swivel tablet 
arm in Bourbon Cherry. 
Corner tables in Bourbon 
Cherry.

Inside Spread C: SmartLink 
student desk with Sand top 
and Charcoal legs. SmartLink 
modular storage with Muslin 
top, Platinum Metallic metal 
surfaces, Platinum Metallic 
frame. SmartLink wall 
rail system with Platinum 
Metallic trim, tackboard 
in Lucy Neutra, optional 
worksurfaces in Muslin. 
Accomplish 4-leg chair in 
Lava with Charcoal legs.

Inside Spread D: SmartLink 
student desk (models 
LD-M3A and LD-M3T) with 
Sand top and Charcoal legs. 
SmartLink teacher station 
with Reflection top and 
shelves, Charcoal metal 
surfaces, Platinum Metallic 
frame. SmartLink modular 
cabinet storage with 
Reflection tops and shelves, 
Platinum Metallic metal  
surfaces, and Charcoal 
frame. Accomplish 4-leg 
chair in Red with Charcoal 
legs. Accomplish stool in 
Red with Charcoal base. 

Back E: SmartLink student 
desk with Breeze top and 
Charcoal upper leg. Olson 
Stool with Lava shell, Signal 
CharBlack upholstered seat, 
and Black base. Perpetual 
lounge sofa in Signal Neutra. 
Perpetual lounge chair 
in Signal Charblack with 
swivel tablet arm in Bourbon 
Cherry. Corner tables in 
Bourbon Cherry.

PRODUCTS, MATERIALS AND FINISHES SHOWN:

E
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SMARTLINK™

Teacher Station



roomier
The teacher station offers a number of 
advantages over traditional-sized desks. These 
include: more usable desktop space, more space 
for interchangeable storage bins and shelves, 
and extra knee space.

CompaCt
The compact version is ideal for teachers who 
prefer a smaller desk. It also can be used as a 
computer station or as workspace for teacher’s 
assistants or volunteers. What’s more, the 
smaller size makes it highly mobile and perfect 
for laptops. 

Wired
All teacher stations provide design features that 
keep cables tucked neatly out of the way, as well 
as easy access to power through a side-panel 
power cabinet. Need quick access to flash drives, 
digital cameras, or other USB devices? Just plug 
into the optional USB hub built right into the 
desktop. 

mobiLe
Heavy-duty locking casters make it simple to 
move any teacher station around the classroom 
or school. Corner bumpers protect from possible 
damage along the way.

SeLeCtion
Choose from two top options: The laminate 
top with a t-mold edge combines a classic look 
with exceptional durability. Or go a bit more 
upscale with powder-coated MDF (medium-
density fiberboard), which features comfortable 
ergonomic edges. 

Coordinated
Part of a total system, the teacher station 
shares the same rounded edges, color palette, 
and contemporary styling of other SmartLink 
components.

SurfaCe materiaL Summary

Component Type Color & Code

Powder-Coated MDF 
Tops and Shelves

Muslin (T3) 
Reflection (T6) 
Light Gray (Q)

Laminate Tops Natural Maple (D) 
Sheer Mesh (A5)  
Silver Mesh (B9)

T-Mold Edge Charcoal (S) 
Platinum Metallic (T1)

Metal Surfaces Charcoal (S) 
Muslin (T3) 
Platinum Metallic (T1)

Frames Charcoal (S) 
Platinum Metallic (T1)

teaCher Station

LT2672-23 
LT2672T-23

teaCher Station

LT2672-43 
LT2672T-43

teaCher Station

LT2672-13 
LT2672T-13

Standard

CompaCt

teaCher Station

LT2460-R1 
LT2460T-R1 
LT2460-L1 
LT2460T-L1

teaCher Station

LT2460-R2 
LT2460T-R2 
LT2460-L2 
LT2460T-L2

teaCher Station

LT2460-R3 
LT2460T-R3 
LT2460-L3 
LT2460T-L3

teaCher Station

LT2460-R4 
LT2460T-R4 
LT2460-L4 
LT2460T-L4

aCCeSSorieS

uSb hub

GRMTUSB 
4 USB ports 
Desktop 
accessible

Side paneL 
poWer kit

LPC-PK06 
6-outlets 
Mounts in side-
panel power 
cabinet

aCCeSSory 
raiL

LTA-TR24 
Accepts file folder, 
CD/pencil holder, 
marker tray  
Mounts to side  
of desk

LpC-SL1

Secures laptop 
to desk 
Can be integrated 
into desk design

the mobiLe inSpiration Station 

A bulky teacher’s desk sits at the head of the class. Sound a bit old 
school? Today’s smartest learning environments are flexible and 
interactive—especially with the SmartLink teacher station from 
The HON Company. Available in two sizes and part of a complete 
system, the teacher station is a powerful command center that makes 
it easy to add innovation and inspiration to your lesson plans.

produCt overvieW

Standard 

26” deep x 72” 
wide

CompaCt:

24” deep x 60” 
wide

Available in right 
hand and left 
hand versions.

Storage 
optionS 

Full-height 
pedestals

Trays and shelves

Locking pedestals 
and doors

Center drawer 
(standard Teacher 
Station only)

teChnoLogy 
Support 

Side panel power 
cabinet

Full-width cable 
management 
(standard Teacher 
Station only)

Smart Grommet 
and optional USB 
hubs

Optional CPU 
holder (standard 
Teacher Station 
only)

heavy-duty 
LoCking 
CaSterS
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a: SmartLink teacher station with 
Reflection tops and shelves, 
Charcoal metal surfaces, and 
Platinum Metallic frames. 
SmartLink modular storage 
with Reflection top and shelves, 
Platinum Metallic metal surfaces, 
and Charcoal frame. SmartLink 
wall rail system with Platinum 
Metallic trim, tackboard in 
Element Warm Beige, optional 
folder bin, and CD/pencil box. 
SmartLink student desk with 
Sand top and Charcoal legs. 
Accomplish™ 4-leg chair in Red 
with Charcoal legs. Mirus™ chair  
in Arrondi Taupe.

produCtS, materiaLS and finiSheS ShoWn:

poWer grommet 

GRMTAC
2 outlets
Desktop accessible a



SMARTLINK™

Modular Storage



ORGANIZED
Place items on slide-out shelves or in 3-inch, 
6-inch, and 12-inch slide-out trays. Reconfigure 
shelves and trays in moments without tools as 
storage needs change.

MOBILE
Heavy-duty locking casters make it easy to 
move storage cases around to support various 
activities. Corner bumpers help prevent damage. 

ADAPTABLE
Tall storage cases double as mobile classroom 
dividers, allowing teachers to create teaching 
zones, breakout areas, and more. For additional 
functionality, attach an optional whiteboard to 
the back for an extra teaching surface, display 
area, or student work zone. You can use the 
same whiteboards from your SmartLink wall rail 
system with your tall storage cases. How’s that 
for flexibility?

SECURE
All units can be ordered with locking doors for 
added peace of mind.

SELECTION
Choose from two top options: The laminate top 
with a t-mold edge combines a classic look with 
exceptional durability. Or go a bit more upscale 
with powder-coated MDF (medium-density 
fiberboard), which features comfortable  
ergonomic edges. 

COORDINATED
Part of a total classroom system, SmartLink 
modular storage features the same rounded 
edges, color palette, and contemporary styling 
of other SmartLink components for a clean, 
unified look.

SURFACE MATERIAL SUMMARY

Component Type Color & Code

Powder-Coated MDF 
Tops and Shelves

Muslin (T3) 
Reflection (T6) 
Light Gray (Q)

Laminate Tops Natural Maple (D) 
Sheer Mesh (A5)  
Silver Mesh (B9)

T-Mold Edge Charcoal (S) 
Platinum Metallic (T1)

Metal Surfaces Charcoal (S) 
Muslin (T3) 
Platinum Metallic (T1)

Frames Charcoal (S) 
Platinum Metallic (T1)

Trays are translucent and the coat rods are silver 
in color.

A STUDY IN ORGANIZATION. 

We began with the knowledge that today’s learning materials 
come in endless shapes and sizes. Then we went to work. Part 
of a complete system, SmartLink modular storage from The 
HON Company easily arranges—and rearranges—to meet the 
requirements of various teachers, students, grade levels, and 
courses. The only storage solution you will ever need, it takes the 
bother out of getting organized so you can create the smartest 
learning environment yet.

ACCESSORIES

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

*Shown with optional hanging file rails LSA-HRK.

(3) 12" COLUMNS

61 3⁄4"H x 52"W 
LSF52-3
LSF52T-3

(2) 12" COLUMNS

30"H x 36"W 
LSC36-2
LSC36T-2

TRAY KIT–6"

LSA-TK6 
Qty: 4

SHELF KIT–12"

LSA-SK1220 
Qty: 2

(3) 12" COLUMNS

30"H x 52"W 
LSC52-3
LSC52T-3

WHITEBOARD-24"

LWBS-248WW 
48H x 24W 
Qty: 1

COAT ROD–12"

LSA-CR12 
Qty: 1

WHITEBOARD-48"

LWBS-448WW 
48"H x 48"W 
Qty: 1

(1) 30," (1) 12" 
COLUMNS

30"H x 52"W 
LSC52-21
LSC52T-21

*TRAY KIT–12"

LSA-TK12 
Qty: 2

SHELF KIT–30"

LSA-SK3020 
Qty: 2

(1) 30",  
(1) 12" COLUMNS

61 3⁄4"H x 52"W 
LSF52-21
LSF52T-21

(1) 30" COLUMN

30"H x 36"W 
LSC36-1
LSC36T-1

TRAY KIT–3"

LSA-TK3 
Qty: 7

WHITEBOARD 
BRACKET

LSA-WBK52 
Qty: 1 pair
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A: SmartLink modular stor-
age with Reflection top and 
shelves, Platinum Metallic 
metal surfaces, Charcoal frame, 
and optional whiteboard. 
SmartLink student desk with 
Sand top and Charcoal legs. 
Accomplish™ 4-leg chairs in 
Red with Charcoal legs.

PRODUCTS, MATERIALS, AND FINISHES SHOWN:

A



SMARTLINK™

Wall Rail System



EXPANSIVE
Three levels of overlapping whiteboards—a fixed 
rear layer and sliding middle and front layers— 
give you and your students more room to get 
your ideas across. 

RESOURCEFUL
Slide one board in front of another without 
having to erase. Ideal for teaching different 
subjects, organizing multiple lesson plans,  
or sliding notes out of the way to save for a  
later class.

REVERSIBLE
Sliding boards are easily reversible. Choose 
between porcelain-over-steel whiteboards 
on both sides or a whiteboard on one side 
and a fabric-covered tackboard on the other. 
Whiteboards accept magnets for easy display.

PRACTICAL
Attach optional accessories to keep markers 
and other small supplies handy. Or mount 
worksurfaces to create study or computer 
stations. 

COORDINATED
Part of a total system, the wall rail system 
features the same contemporary styling, 
palette, and rounded edges of other SmartLink 
components for a unified look. 

SURFACE MATERIAL SUMMARY

Component Type Color & Code

Rail Platinum Metallic (T1)

Worksurface Muslin (T3) 
Reflection (T6) 
Light Gray (Q)

TEACH ON ANOTHER LEVEL  

Why settle for a single chalkboard or whiteboard? HON’s 
SmartLink wall rail system has multiple whiteboards that slide on 
rails, providing extra writing and display area without taking up 
extra wall space. It’s not just another board; it's a communication 
center for learning environments. 

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

ACCESSORIES

MARKER TRAY

PPMMT

HOOK

PPMHK

PAPER CLIP 
HOLDER

PPMPC

CD/PENCIL BOX

PPMPB

RAILS

12' multitrack rail (1) 
Wall brackets (9) 
End caps (2)
LWR-12

FIXED  
WHITEBOARD

144"W x 48"H 
LWBFI-1248W

FIXED 
WHITEBOARD

(2) 72"W x 48"H 
LWBF2-1248W

SLIDING 
WHITEBOARD/ 
WHITEBOARD

2-sided 
48"W x 48"H 
LWBS-448WW

SLIDING 
WHITEBOARD/ 
TACKBOARD

2-sided 
48"W x 48"H 
LWBS-448WT

SLIDING 
WHITEBOARD/
TACKBOARD

2-sided 
24"W x 48"H 
LWBS-248WT

SLIDING 
WHITEBOARD/ 
WHITEBOARD

2-sided 
24"W x 48"H 
LWBS-248WW

WORKSURFACE

34"W x 22"D 
LWW-R2234 

FOLDER BIN

PPMFB
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A: SmartLink wall rail system 
with Platinum Metallic trim and 
tackboard in Element Warm 
Beige. SmartLink modular 
storage with Reflection top 
and shelves, Platinum Metallic 
metal surfaces, and Charcoal 
frame. SmartLink student desks 
with Sand tops and Charcoal 
legs. Accomplish™ 4-leg chair 
in Red with Charcoal legs. 
SmartLink cabinet storage with 
Reflection top and shelves, 
Platinum Metallic metal 
surfaces, and Charcoal frame. 

PRODUCTS, MATERIALS, AND FINISHES SHOWN:



SMARTLINK™

Environmental Statement



OUR ENVIRONMENTAL JOURNEY
Environmentally sensitive design and manufacturing fi rst became a 
cornerstone of The HON Company in the 1940s, when we made one of 
our fi rst products from recycled scrap metal. In the decades since, we’ve 
developed one of the industry’s most comprehensive programs to conserve 
raw materials, reduce waste, and recycle. 

CONNECT WITH SMARTLINK 
SmartLink education furniture provides a total solution for today’s class-
room. Born out of extensive research into the needs of teachers and students, 
SmartLink’s four key components—teacher stations, student desks, modular 
storage, and a wall rail system—work together to support today’s learning 
environments. SmartLink also meets the needs of the environment by using 
both recycled and recyclable materials, and reduced packaging. 

SMARTLINK MATERIALS CONTENT

STUDENT DESK TEACHER STATION CREDENZA-HEIGHT 
STORAGE

FULL-HEIGHT 
STORAGE

Zinc Die Cast 6% 2% 2% 1%

Steel 24% 56% 41% 68%

Medium Density Fiberboard — 33% 45% 23%

Aluminum — 7% 8% 6%

Plastic 64% 1% 1% 1%

Packaging Material 6% 1% 3% 1%

Clearing the air
In 2006, HON became the first office furniture manufacturer 
to earn product certification under the Indoor Advantage™ 
program developed by Scientific Certification Systems (SCS).

Indoor Advantage tests products against rigorous indoor 
air quality standards. The program evaluates individual 
components and assemblies, thoroughly analyzing a 
comprehensive range of chemicals.

SCS offers two levels of certification:

Indoor Advantage certifies conformance with LEED-CI criteria 
for EQ4.5, as well as BIFMA X7.1 Low-Emitting Furniture and 
Seating.

Indoor Advantage Gold certifies additional conformance with 
California 01350 Special Environmental Requirements and the 
Collaborative for High Performance Schools (CHPS).

All SmartLink and Accomplish™ education products have 
earned SCS Indoor Advantage Gold, the highest certification 
available.

Materials matter

Wood content in teacher stations and modular storage 

cabinets (tops and base substrate) consists of 100% recycled 

or recovered wood fibers, and complies with CPA 3-08, ANSI 

A208.2, and CCR93120.2 (CARB composite wood-ATCM phase 

1) formaldehyde emission limit.

Wood surfaces are finished with an epoxy-based powder-

coating paint that seals the surface area of the substrate and 

reduces off-gassing. 

All extruded aluminum parts have 15-20% recycled aluminum 

content and are 100% recyclable.

Al steel and zinc die-cast parts are 100% recyclable.

Tops of student desks contain 75% wood flour made from 

100% post-industrial recycled wood waste. Resin and colorants 

comprise the balance of the material content.

LEEDing the way

The Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED®) 
Green Building Rating System™ is the benchmark for design, 
construction, and operation of high-performance green 
buildings. Visit usgbc.org for more information. 

Most HON products contribute toward LEED credits, especially 

in the areas of:

Construction Waste 
Management

MR Credit 2.1 and 2.2

Recycled Content MR Credit 4.1 and 4.2

Regional Manufacture MR Credit 5.1

Regional Extraction and 
Manufacture

MR Credit 5.2
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